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Abstract. An estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created every day. This 

data explosion, along with new datatypes, objects, and the wide usage of social 

media networks, with an estimated 3.8 billion users worldwide, make the exploi-

tation and manipulation of data by relational databases, cumbersome and prob-

lematic. NoSQL databases introduce new capabilities aiming at improving the 

functionalities offered by traditional SQL DBMS. This paper elaborates on on-

going research regarding NoSQL, focusing on the background behind their de-

velopment, their basic characteristics, their categorization and the noticeable in-

crease in popularity.  Functional advantages and data mining capabilities that 

come with the usage of graph databases are also presented.  Common data mining 

tasks with graphs are presented, facilitating implementation, as well as efficiency. 

The aim is to highlight concepts necessary for incorporating data mining tech-

niques and graph database functionalities, eventually proposing an analytical 

framework offering a plethora of domain specific analytics. For example, a virus 

outbreak analytics framework allowing health and government officials to make 

appropriate decisions. 

Keywords: NoSQL, graph databases, Machine Learning (ML), Data Mining 

(DM). 

1 Introduction 

On March 6th, 1972 when the paper titled “Relational Completeness of Data Base Sub-

languages” by E.F. Codd, was published few could expect its impact. The first para-

graph of its abstract “This paper attempts to provide a theoretical basis which may be 

used to determine how complete a selection capability is provided in a proposed data 

sublanguage independently of any host language in which the sublanguage may be em-

bedded” proved prophetic [1]. Since the late 70s with the launch of Oracle, the first 

commercially available Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) the Rela-

tional Model (RD) dominated software applications.  Since then, nearly everything 

changed in IT, while nowadays the world is living the Big Data era. According to the 

‘TechJury’ website, in 2020 every person will generate 1.7 megabytes in just a second, 
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whilst Internet users generate about 2.5 quintillion bytes (2,5 Exabytes) of data each 

day [2]. Social Media (SM) and Cloud Computing skyrocketed the volume of data and 

forced the IT industry to search for alternative databases (DB) and Database Manage-

ment Systems (DBMS). Along with the data, there is a simultaneous growth to the 

structured, encoded set of data than describes and aids to the discovery, management, 

assessment of the described entities, the metadata. However, metadata in DBMS are 

handled today in ad-hoc ways [19]. Therefore, NoSQL, a term used by C. Strozzi in 

1998 [3], introduced a mechanism that enhances the functionalities of the typical tabu-

lar-based RDBMS for all simple and complex data and metadata.  

The goal of this paper is to elaborate on benefits of NoSQL DBs as well as the oppor-

tunities and new possibilities by combining Machine Learning (ML) methods and sup-

plying practitioners and researchers with enough arguments for the necessity of NoSQL 

DBs. Therefore, what types can be utilized based on various occasions and what are the 

Data Mining (DM) tasks that can be performed.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the characteristics, and 

the categorization of NoSQL DBs.  Section 3 provides an analysis of the most common 

DM tasks with the utilization of graph DBs. The last section introduces an ongoing 

research project that utilizes Graph NoSQL DB for the development of a virus outbreak 

decision making framework. 

2 NoSQL Databases   

2.1 Characteristics of NoSQL  

NoSQL is based on the BASE (Basically Available, Soft State and Eventually Con-

sistent) model in contrast to the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) 

model. Its main advantage is the ease of storing, handling and manipulating, providing 

access to huge volumes of data, becoming ideal for data intensive applications [4].  

The main characteristics of NoSQL DBs are: 1. Non-relational: not fully supporting 

relational DB features, such as joins, 2. Schema-less (lacking a fixed data structure), 3. 

fault-tolerance as data are duplicated to multiple nodes, 4. Horizontally scalable (con-

necting multiple hardware or software entities to work as a single logical unit), 5. Open 

source (they are cheap and easy to implement), 6. Massive write-read-remove-get per-

formance, 7. Strong Consistency (all users see the same data), 8. High Availability (all 

users have access to at least one copy of the requested data) and 9. Partition-Tolerance 

(the total system keeps its characteristics even when deployed on different servers).  
According to [5] the main use of NoSQL in industry is: 1. Session Store (managing 

session data), 2. User Profile Store (enabling online transactions and user-friendly en-

vironments), 3. Content and Metadata Store (building a data and metadata warehouse 

and storage of multitype data), 4. Mobile Applications, 5. Internet of Things  (aiding 

the concurrent expansion, access and manipulation of data from billions of devices), 6. 

Third-Party Aggregation (with the ease of managing huge amounts of data, with access 

by third-party organizations), 7. E-commerce (storing and handling enormous volumes 

of data), 8. Social Gaming, 9. Ad-Targeting (enabling tracking user details quickly).  
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The main advantages of NoSQL DBs are: i) non-relational, ii) schema-less, iii) data are 

replicated to multiple nodes and can be partitioned, iii) horizontally scalable, iv) pro-

vide a wide range of data models, v) database administrators are not required, vi) less 

hardware failures, vii) faster, more efficient and flexible, viii) high pace evolution, ix) 

less time writing queries, x) less time debugging queries, xi) code is easier to read, xii) 

Big Data compliant (high data velocity, variety, volume, and complexity) xiii) they 

have huge volumes of fast changing structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. 

On the other hand, there are some disadvantages i) Immaturity, ii) no standard query 

language, iii) Some DBs are not ACID compliant and iv) no standard interface [6].  

2.2 Categorization 

There is a debate in the bibliography about the number of categories that NoSQL DBs 

can be grouped. Most sources group them in four categories, but there is a number of 

experts that group them in five categories which are: i) Column, ii) Document, iii) Key-

value, iv) Graph and v) Multimodel, the latter being the extra one added to the four 

category division. In [7] authors refer to 15 categories; the five main ones (1 to 5) and 

10 others, which are denoted as Soft NoSQL Systems (6 to 15): 1. Wide Column Store 

/ Column Families, 2. Document Store, 3. Key Value / Tuple Store, 4. Graph DB, 5. 

Multimodel DB, 6. Object DB, 7. Grid & Cloud DB Solutions, 8. XML DB, 9. Multi-

dimensional DB, 10. Multivalue DB, 11. Event Sourcing, 12. Time Series / Streaming 

DB, 13. Other NoSQL related DB, 14. Scientific and Specialized DBs, 15. Unresolved 

and uncategorized [8].  

The five most popular categories are: (i) Key-Value stores.  Key-Value, based on Am-

azon’s Dynamo paper [9] are designed to handle massive associated arrays which con-

sist of pairs of keys and values, and they also can retrieve values as long as a key is 

known. The most popular key value DB are Redis, Amazon DynamoDB, MS Azure 

Cosmos DB (considered a multi-model DB), Memcashed, and Hazelcast. 

(ii) Wide column stores.  Also called Extensible Record Stores, are based on Google’s 

BigTable paper [10], can store data in records than can hold huge numbers of dynamic 

columns. Their data model consists of a collection of column families, key and value 

where the value is a set of related columns and they are indexed by the triple combina-

tion of row key, column key and timestamp. The most popular ones are Cassandra, 

HBase, MS Azure Cosmos DB, Datastax Enterprise and MS Azure Table Storage.  

(iii) Graph databases.  Data are represented by graphs, inspired by graph theory. Their 

data model consists of nodes and edges linked with relationships. The most popular 

graph DBs are Neo4j, MS Azure Cosmos DB, ArangoDB, OrientDB, and Virtuoso. 

(iv) Document stores.  In a document store, data are stored in so-called documents. The 

term “documents” refers to arbitrary data in a schema-free organization of data. The 

most popular document DBs are MongoDB, Amazon DynamoDB, Microsoft Azure 

Cosmos DB, Couchbase and CouchDB. 

(v) Time Series. A Time Series Database (TSDB) is a DB optimized for time-stamped 

or time series data; each entry is associated with a timestamp. A TSDB is used for 

measuring change over time and the properties that distinguish them are data lifecycle 

management, summarization, and large range scans of many records. The most popular 

TSDBs are InfluxDB, Kdb+, Prometheus, Graphite and RRDtool. 
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2.3 Popularity 

The rise of the popularity of NoSQL DBs can be demonstrated by their extensive de-

velopment and use by IT colossi. For instance, Apache’s Cassandra is used by Face-

book, Reddit, Twitter, Digg and Rockspace, amongst others. Baidu is using Hypertable. 

Google has developed BigTable. Amazon has developed DynamoDB and LinkedIn is 

using Project Voldemort. According to the ranking of DB-Engines, “an initiative to 

collect and present information on DMS” which ranks DBMSs according to their pop-

ularity (updated monthly), NoSQL DB are constantly on the rise, whereas relational 

DBs, although still on top, remain unchanged or face minor decline. DB-engines meth-

odology for measuring the popularity of a system is based on the following 6 parame-

ters: 1) Number of mentions of the system on website, 2) General interest in the system, 

3) Frequency of technical discussions about the system, 4) Number of job offers, in 

which the system is mentioned, 5) Number of profiles in professional networks, in 

which the system is mentioned, and 6) Relevance in social networks. 

According to the DB-engines ranking (https://db-engines.com/en/ranking) for the pe-

riod from November 2012 until September 2020, it is evident, that despite occupying 

the first four positions, the popularity of relational DB is disputed. NoSQL DBs are on 

the rise. MongoDB is in 5th place demonstrating a 339% increase on popularity, the 

most popular Key-Vale DB is Redis (7th place), Cassandra, the most popular Wide Col-

umn DB, is 10th overall, Neo4j is leading the Graph DBs in 21st place and finally In-

fluxDB is the most popular Time Series DB in 29th place. 

3 Data Mining Tasks utilizing graphs 

Complex Information Networks are an emerging field in this era of powerful complex 

data organizations and web-based media mining. The DM tasks linked with Heteroge-

neous Information Networks (HIN) ought to adapt to the new demanding requests on 

this field of studies. The main DM tasks utilizing graphs are being presented while 

being categorized as follows [11]: 

Similarity is a method for discovering how similar objects are. It offers the foundations 

for a plethora of other DM techniques, like clustering, classification, web search etc. 
Clustering is notable for carrying DM tasks that require big data objects to be frag-

mented and grouped into smaller clusters that share a degree of similarity, but at the 

same time maintaining dissimilarity from objects in neighboring clusters. Modern 

datatypes and objects, like networked data diverge from the ‘traditional’ data where 

clustering is based on the unique and consistent object characteristics [12].  

Classification is useful when possible class marks need to be ascertained, which is at-

tainable through a classifier or an appropriate new model. In ML, classification is car-

ried out on indistinguishably structured objects. However, the new emerged needs of 

modern object types, require to also take into account their relationships (associations). 

Hence, a linked based object classification occurs when entities related with each other 

are structured in this way, forming unique graphs. Conventional strategies are regularly 

reused or stretched out to have the option to deal with this sort of associations [13].   

Link Prediction is one of the most demanding DM tasks. It investigates whether possi-

ble connections between nodes exist, utilizing rules, such as: a) the examination of 
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nodes and b) hub attributes. Literature refers to link prediction by examining the struc-

tural attributes of social networks with predictors, or attribute information [11]. 

Ranking features are significant since they can quantify an object’s significance within 

a social network. For instance, RankClus manages bipartite networks creating clusters 

of objects maintaining the equality of significance both on clustering and rank-

ing. NetClus, is an optimal solution for star-type schema clustering, whilst other popu-

lar frameworks are HeProjI, OcdRank etc. [11].  

Recommendation and related systems comprise of a wide range of algorithms from var-

ious domains. The goal is to recommend suitable services and objects to users. This can 

be accomplished using similarity features. In contrast to older recommendation systems 

that were utilizing user specific feedback information measurements, recent techniques 

have become more astute and functional, by utilizing collaborative filtering, matrix fac-

torization or circle-based techniques [11]. 

Information Fusion is one of the main concerns that characterize HINs. The goal is to 

combine data from many variant HINs and improve intricacy and scrutiny of the infor-

mation retrieved. Robust algorithms combine objects regardless if they belong to the 

same networks or they have identical semantic meaning. SM networks are brimming 

with this type of data, making them proper candidates for this kind of task [11].  

4 Discussion – Future Work 

The aim of this paper is to offer an insight about NoSQL DBs. A brief background on 

the reasons for their introduction and development is given. Next, their powerful char-

acteristics and features are highlighted. Then, their many advantages over mainly RDs, 

especially their enhanced data and metadata management, along with their disad-

vantages are being grouped and analyzed [20]. The main categories with the most pop-

ular DB by category are presented, as well as the most widely used categories. Finally, 

according to popularity statistics, relational DBs are losing their users as four out of 

five demonstrate a decrease in their popularity (three of them from 10% up to 15%) and 

at the same time these users are transferring their trust to NoSQL DBs. This trend is 

also demonstrated by the fact that enterprise and IT colossi like Amazon, Apache and 

Google are leading their development.  

This paper presents ongoing research related with the use of SM as a source for infor-

mation retrieval and forecasting with the aid of DM techniques [14-17]. The next step 

of the project is to incorporate the use of graph DB (Neo4j) to provide a forecasting 

mechanism in healthcare [18]. The framework to be created will take into account more 

than 30 different parameters such as population characteristics (gender percentages, life 

expectancy, density, etc.), indexes (economic and medical, freedom of press etc.), pol-

icies applied (lockdown), including sentiment analysis related to COVID-19on data re-

trieved mainly from Twitter, as well as other SM platforms. The goal is to assign 

weights to these parameters, to provide a hands-on formula and mechanism to health 

and government officials, enabling them to make appropriate decisions during a pan-

demic. 
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